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ABSTRACT

A 16 -level color dislay computer program for use with

am ultrasonic acoustic imaqinQ system s Presented. This

disolay system is the second half of a two part ultrasonic

imaging system built at the Naval Postgraduate School. The

RAMTE( GX-100A display terminal and a POP 11/50 digital com-

puter were used as the display system. The software imple-

mentation and C language are discussed. Photographs of ac-

tual display using an experimental data tape and the comput-

er program are also included.
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I INTRODUCTION

This thesis deals with the development of a 16-level

color display computer program, for use in a comouter aided

acoustic imaging system. The basic imaging system consists

of a data acquisition system (lit a comouter program for

converting the data and controlling the display hardware,

and the hardware for displaying the output.

The hardware display Portion utilizes a RAMTEK GX-100A

color raster scan display device that is controlled by a

PDP-11/50 digital computer. This allows for real-time com-

puter controlled displays to be presented.

Reference (i) discusses in depth the specific methods

used for data collection and will not be elaborated upon in

this thesis.

Section II orovides bachqround information about acoust-

ical imaging and the computer prooram will be discussed in

Section III of this thesis. Actual program listings are

given in Appendix 0. The equioment utilized for the

displaying of data will also be discussed in Section III of

this thesis.

In order to confirm the system realiability a data set

was read into the PDP-l1/50 and was used as the development

taoe.



II BACKGROUND

A. ACOUSTICAL IMAGING (31

By using coherent ultrasonic waves of sound instead of a

beam of coherent light to "illuminate" an object one can

create acoustical holograms that become three-dimensional

pictures when illuminated by laser light.

In order to Produce an acoustical hologram the scene is

*illuminated" with a Pure tone of sound. The objects dis-

turb the sound waves and produce interference Patterns.

This procedure is discussed in detail in Ref. (21 The pat-

tern can be recorded in various ways. Once recorded the

acoustical hologram can be reconstructed with a laser beam

exactly as if it were an ootical hologram. Other techniques

such as comouter orocessinq can also be used to reconstruct

the objects.

The interaction of sound with solids and liquids is dif-

ferent than the interaction of electro-maqnetic radiation.

Sound can travel a considerable distance, through dense,

homogenous matter and lose little energy and yet it will

lose a siqnificant amount of energy when it oasses through

an interface.
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This loss is due to reflection at the interface, which is

converse to the energy losses that occur in electro-magnetic

radiation Therefore sound can be significantly effective in

medical diagnosis, in non-destructive testina and in seeino

underwater and underground because it is mostly the discon-

tinuities of the internal oroans tumorst flaws, submeroed

objects or subterranean strata rather than the bulk matter,

that is of interest to the observer.

Acoustical imaging is not new; there are sonar devices

that Produce pictures similar to those on a radar screen,

and can be used for prospecting for oil and minerals. Simi-

lar scanning methods are also in use 6y physicians fof the

detection of brain tumors and for examing the unborn child.

In the latter examples the sound is a freouency of between

one and ten megahertz. Another technique emoloys an acousti-

cal "camera". In this method sound waves bounced off an ob-

ject once focused with an acoustical lens onto an imaoe con-

verter that translates the patterns of sound intensity into

a pattern of visible light.

The limiting feature of both these conventional methods

is that the images show only two dimensions. They are two-

dimensional because the methods detect only the intensity

(the souare oi the amoltitude) of the sound waves in the

sound imaqes. What the conventional methods are unable to

record is the ohase information, that is, the arrival time

:11
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of the crest *of the wave from the object with respect to the

arrival time of the crest of a reference wave of the same

*freQuency.

The most Powerful feature of holoqraphy is that phase

information as well as intensity information is retained in

the holoqram and can be subseouently "Played back" in the

ootical image. Thus in acoustical holography there is a to-

tal transfer of information from the acoustical wave field

to the visible optical wave field.

One type of acoustic holoqraphic system which has been

investigated is that which uses a scannino, detecting trans-

ducer moving through a raster oattern in the holooraphic

plane. A tyoical system is illustrated in Fio. 1. The pro-

cedure involved was first described in an elementary form by

Thurstone in 1966 (9]. Normally water is used as the medium

for the acoustic propagation. A sound source is placed on

one side of the object and a scanning hydroohone on the oth-

er. The use of a reference beam may be eliminated by means

of electronic simulation. The acoustic object beam alone is

detected and the detector outout is added electronically to

reference signal coming from the same signal generator that

supolies Power to the irradiating sound source. The result-

ing signal can then be processed to measure amolitude and

phase which are subseouently recorded. In one version the

signa? is used to modulate the brightness of a small lamp

12



that travels through a raster oattern in synchronism with

the scanning hydroohone. The lamp brightness as a function

of oostion can be recorded on Photoqraphic film.

What- has been described thus far is the most convention-

al of the Point-by-point scanninq systems. However it is

possible to scan in many other ways. One example is sug-

gested by the fact that reciprocity holds between the il-

luminatinq transmitter and the sensor. In this method, the

Point transmitter is scanned over the hologram aperature

while the sensor remains fixed.

A

Point by Point Scannino System

Figure 1

13
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Another example allows both the transmitter and sensor

to be ganged together and made to scan as a unit over the

holographic aperture. And yet another method is to hold

both the transmitter and sensor stationary and scan the ob-

ject to obtain an equivalent hologram. One of the problems

with all these approaches is that the scanning is inherently

slowemany transits of the scanning transducer are involved

for wide band holograms. In order to overcome this oroblem

various modifications have been proposedrseveral of which

involve the use of transducer arrays. The arrays may be ei-

ther of one or two dimensions and may be sampled or scanned

mechanically or electrically. Tn qeneral these systems

operate faster but typically do not provide as much image

information because of limations on the number and uniformi-

ty of the elements of the array.

As reported in Ref. (21P a preliminairy version of ul-

trasonic imaging system with capability of two dimensional

coherent data Processing and comouter image processing has

been built and tested at the Naval Postgraduate School

(NPS).

Reference (2) also indicated that further work was re-

quired to develoo more software for processing and display-

ing of images produced by the system. This thesis deals

with efforts in this direction.

14



B. DATA COLLECTION

The type of system from which the data for this thesis

was created is described in detail in Ref. (2J.

Introductory information is included herein. The object

is insonified by a 6" (15.24 cm.) diameter gold coated

quartz tranducer The transmitted or reflected wave is

detected coherently (le.pboth amplitude and phase) in some

portion of a d0fraction Plane located an arbitary distance

from the object. Detection of the comolex wave is accom-

plished by a rasterscan of a sinqle .04" (1.01mm) diameter

PZT-5 ceramic receiver with a fundamental freauency of 1.014

MHz. Piezoelectric receivina elements offer an ideal combi-

nation of linearity and sensitivityrb] for this aoplication.

After wave detection p the amolitude and phase of the

wave are sampled# dioitized, and recorded. The recorded

data is then entered in the comouter orocessinQ Portion of

the system at a later time. As indicated the Naval Postqra-

duate School (NPS) system consists of two parts : the data

acquisition section and the comouter processinq and display

section. The emphasis of this thesis has been placed on the

presentation of the computer orogram used to display the

data that was produced in the system previousl1 discussed.

15.



III DISPLAY SYSTEM

A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The disolay system used is currently in operation at

the NPS utilizing a PDP - 11/50 digital computer interlaced

with a RAMTEK GX - 1OOA terminal and display screen, to gen-

erate the 16 - level color code displays of the diaitized

data.

Figure 2 shows a basic block diagram of the PDP - 11 and

RAMTEK GX - IOOA system as used.

The RAMTEK GX - 100A oraphics display system utilizes a

raster scan technique, with the display image data beina ex-

tracted from an internal refresh memory. The RAMTEK system

in operation at the NPS Computer Laboratory is hosted by the

POP - 11/50 computer and is accessed through this computer

and its PWB/UNIX operatina system, from one of the terminals

in the lab.

*16



j The PWB/UNIX operating system is a library of executable

I statements that allow system operation to be controlled by

simple call statements. The C 1anquaoe (7) programs dis-

cussed in this thesis are written for execution under the

PWB/UNIX ooeratinQ system and use many oi these library

calls.

lock DigrmOP h Dsla ys

wiue
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1. RAMTEK EQuipment

The RAMTEK GX - 1OOA is a color, raster scan display

devicer the heart of which is a color cathode ray tube, not

unlike a home Color television set. The method for generat-

ing its raster scan Picture is identical to commercial

cathode ray tubes. This is the only real similarity. The

RAMTEK gets the information for its picture from a special

video generator which reads the contents of a MOS refresh

memory which cdntains all the information needed to Produce

an image on. the screen.

It is not the intent of this thesis to discuss the

details of how the electronics function, but to inform the

user as to how to use the device to disolay the given data.

A more detailed discussion of the functioning of the RAMTEK

can be found in the RAMTEK GX - 100A (8) and RAMTEK GX -1008

(9) Programmers manual.

2. Ooeration

The RAMTEK system consists of a software linterface

to the user, a display nenerator, keyboard, video lookuo

table and a cathode ray tube. Figure 3 illustrates their

relationshio.

18



The user oroqram executes on the POP -11/50 comput-

er. When the aoprooriate instructions are executed, the in-

terface between the Program and the display generator for

the RAMTEK is activated. Information can be sent via the

interface to the display generator from the user orogram or

from the keyboard. Information can also be sent from the

keyboard via the interface to the user orogram. The display

generator interorets its instructions and constructs the

disolay in its ROM memory. The image is generated on the

CRT according to the colors contained in the video lookuo

table. Any image will remain ( unless over - written ), for

an indefinite period of time in the ROM memory.

The RAMTEK graphics disolay system in the NPS Com-

puter Laboratory utilizes a raster scan cathode ray tube

with a screen resolution of 240 horizontal lines and 640

elements on each line. Each soecific element is referred to

as a oixel. This device has a high element resolution and a

low line resolution. Therefore, the quality of certain im-

aoes on the RAMTEK may be less than desirable. Lines that

are not horizontal or vertical are drawn with a noncon-

tinousp staircase effect. When utilizing the device these

resolution factors should be kept in mind, espically when

ooerating in one of the data modes.

. ... .... . . .... .... .... .. .. .. .. .... .. . 1 9. .



Color is qeflerated by mixina three Primary colors:

bluep greent and red each in varyinq intensities from 0 to

RAMTEK Disolay System

Fiqure 3

20



a. Virtual Screen Addressing

The initialization of RAMTEK, which is accom-

plished by the execution of the instruction "ramteko",

sets various default values. The virtual screen is set to a

standard cartesian coordinate system, with (0.0,0.0) at the

lower left corner of the screen, and (100.00O0.0) at the

upper right corner. This virtual screen can be redefined by

execution of a "screen(xtyrvlryl)" instruction# where x and

yes are floatirig Point numbers.

Upon execution of ramtek(), a shades of grey

color table (table 0) is loaded, with color entry 15 of the

table enabled for display Purooses. Tt selects the al-

phanumeric control mode and ooens the RAMTEK for readina and

writing and finally erase the screen of any Previous images

or displays.

There are three modes of addressing the screen,

absolute, indexed# and relative. The program in this thesis

was done in the absolute mode, in which the user specifies a

soecific location on the user defined screen by issuino a

"strtxy(xoy)" instruction. The 'x' and ty' values establish

the current ooerating position (COP) location. A discussion

of the other modes of addresslno can be found in Ref. (101.

21



b. Control Modes

The RAMTEK operates in any one of eight modes.

Eahmode hsassociated wii certain control iags whlich

modify the operation of the specific instruction within each

mode. Table I summarizes the control modes and control flags

and their relationships.

TABLE I

CONTROL MODES AND CONTROL FLAGS

MODE CONTROL FLAGS

number name Ix BK AW DW FP

0 ALPHANUMERIC X X X X

I TRANSVERSE DATA X X X X

2RASTER DATA X X X Y

3 COMPLEX DATA X X X X

4 GRAPHIC VECTOR X X

5 GRAPHIC PLOT X X X x

6 GRAPHIC CARTESIAN X X X

7 GRAPHIC ELEMENT X X Y

definitions: IX - Index Addressing

8K - Reverse Backoround

AW - Additive Write

DW - Double Width

FP - Fixed Point

X - Control flag has an effect in this mode



(1) Alphanumeric Data Mode. The alohanumer-

ic data mode is the default mode uoon initialization of the

RAMTEK. The COP is established by the execution of a

strtxy(x~y) instruction. Following this instruction the in-

struction "strout(" character strina ")" will allow a char-

acter strino to be output to the RAMTEK screen. The charac-

ter strinq can be no oreater than 100 characters long begin-

ninq at the current operating Position and continuing on the

same line. After comoletiont an automatic line feed occurs

which defines a new COP on the next line at the same start-

inq point ( in x ) as the Previous line.

When characters are drawn on the RAMTEK

screen, the character appears in the desionated color, while

the rest of the screen is drawn in the background color.

The description of how the color designation is accomolished

will be discussed in Section TI1 - c of this thesis.

(2) Transverse nata Mode. The typical use

of the transverse data mode is to define special symbols and

characters which can not be found in the standard character

set.

23



The various data modes all have one thing

in common, namely the "data(namem)" instruction. This in-

struction causes the raw data that is passed in a linear ar-

ray Pointed to by "name" to be displayed on the screen

depending upon the current control mode. Here "mn" is the

number of bytes in the integer array named 'name .

The execution of the data( name, m) in-

struction writes the information in raw format, that is each

data byte is interpreted as a sinqle bit per oixel descrip-

tion of eight consecutive Pixels along a real screen line.

As is illustrated in Fia. 4. execution of the instructuion:

data(015022,

133000,

000101);

causes each of the three words (015022P 133000, 000101) to

be converted to binary reriresentation. Eight binary digits

(ones or zeros) are then used sequentially to produce an im-

age with each Pixel that corresponds to a binary one beino

intensified, while the zeros remain the background color.

24



0 1 5 02 2

*data (015022P 0001 ~000010010

133000t 101101 1000000000

000101); 0000000001000001

0 0 0 1 0 1

old COP

new Cop

Transverse flata Mode

Fiqure 4

25



(3) Raster Data Mode. The raster data mode,

except for the direction of the writing process is identical

to the transverse data mode. The consecutive bytes

transmitted by the data() instruction are written horizon-

tally from left to right without starting a new line after

eight bits are disolayed. This is illustrated in Fig. 5

where the completion of eight bits (pixels) does not cause

the COP to move to a new line.

(4) Comolex Data Mode. This mode writes data

on the screen in the same manner that the raster data mode

does. However each pixel is described by four bits of data

instead of three. Thus, a single data word describes four

pixels instead of two as in the orevious data modes.

The color of each Pixel being oassed is de-

fined by the four bits that are assigned to that pixel.

This mode over-rides the color designated by the "Coloro"

instruction. Unusual and unrealistic disolays and images

can be very easily achieved by the use of this data mode.

Figure 6 illustrates how a data word is interpreted in this

mode. The data word is converted to binary representation

and each set of four bits represent an entry index of the

current color table. The colors are drawn sequentially on

the screen, using only four pixels oer data word. The

color() instruction will be described in Section IT - c.

* 26



0 1 5 0 22

data(015022, 0001 101000010010

133000, 1011011000000000

000101);0000000001000001

0 0 0 1 0 1

old COP

I

Rester Data Mode

Fiqure 5
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-"7w-m m'~~ 7=77 .. s.~

data(175 183);

DATA WORD 111l10100l110011

COLOR TABLE

0

2
3
4

6
7
8
9.

It

old COP

new COP

Comolex Data Processinn

Fiqure 6
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(5) Graohic Vector Mode. The four graphic modes

are used orimarily for interactive drawinq and olotting of

data orovided by the user. The graphic vector mode draws

lines between arbitrary end points. The starting point is

defined by the existinq COP or it can be defined by the exe-

cution of strtxy(xpy), to establish a new COP. The end

points can be defined by issuinq either a point(xv)" or

"oointr(xy)* instruction. The first uses absolute or in-

dexed addressing, depending uoon the control flaqs condi-

tion, and the second uses relative addressing. The values

of wr and y are real and must be exclusively different than

the current operatinq ooint values. After execution, the

C.OP is then the end point of the vector just drawn. Thus a

linked line as shown in Fig. 7 can be drawn by issuino a

strtxy() followed by successive oointo) instructions.

29
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Inst rut ions:

set mode C p, );
strtwY(1O.OIO.O);

ooint (12.OP9.O);
oointr(-1.O,2 .O); /* relative *

(10, 10)

(12P9)

Drewina vectors in Graphic Vector Mode

Fiqure 7
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(6) Graohic Plot Mode. The displays generated

by the graphic plot mode have been implemented as a set of

plot routines in the user interface. The three routines are

Kolotpt() (plots Points) "olotlno" (plots continious

lines)# and "alotho", (plots a histogram). Each of the

methods require the user to specify the points to be Plot-

ted. All three olottino methods are illustrated in Fig. 8.

Detailed instructions on their use can be found in Aopendix

B of Ref. (t01.

(7) Graohic Cartesian Mode. The araphic

cartesian mode draws solid rectangles between arbitrary end

points. The end ooints are defined as the lower left and

upper right corners of a rectangle. The COP is the comple-

tion point of the drawinq unless a new COP is defined with a

strtxy() instruction. Second and subsequent rectangles can

be drawn by the use of point() or oointr() instructions.

With the fixed Point flaq set, a strtxy() instruction deter-

mines the common point for and between subsequent point() or

pointr() instructions. Figure q illustrates these c.harac-

terstics.
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plotpt C plotlmn )

oloth()

Graephic Plot Mode

Figure 8



Instructions: emd(#)

strtxy(1O.#lO);
color(1);
coint(12.14.); /* Draw A in color 1 IK' colorC2);
ooint(14.#15.); /* Draw B in color~ 2 *
fixot(1); /* set fixed point *
st rt xy(5 *,5.);
Opoint(3.#2.); /* Draw C in color 2 *
co)or(3);
point(7.,LI.); /* Draw D in color 3 *

(7#41)

(3,2)

Graphic Cartesian Mode

Figure 9
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(8) Graphic Element Mode. The graphic element

mode draws a single pixel on the screen as determined by a

point() or a Pointr() instruction. After executione the COP

is on the same real screen line and one screen element to

the right.
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c. Color Usage

All images that are disolayed on the screen are

displayed according to an entry in the video look-up tablet

which is commonly called the color look-up table.

(1) Defining Colors. The RAMTEK hardware de-

fines colors by the combining red, blue and green in varyinq

intensities to produce color. Since the color lookup table,

(from which the CRT receives its instructions on how to mix

the three colorst) stores information in diqital format, the

user is limited to 2t12 (4096) Possible color definitions.

In order to define an entry in a color tablet the instruc-

tion "triple(brqr)" is used to convert the three inout

parameters blue (b), green (g), and red (r) into an integer

which is used for insertion into a color table entry. Each

entry represents the code for a color in a twelve bit word.

Each word is broken into three, four bit binary numbers

which represents intensities of blue, green, and red to be

mixed.

A color table that can be used for an image

is limited to sixteen entries, these are the only colors

that can be displayed at any one time on the screen. Entry

zero of the color table is used as the background color,

thus leaving the fifteen other colors for use in disclaying

imaqes on the screen.
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As one becomes familier with the RAMTEK

disolay it will become obvious that many of the "colors" are

simply shades of the same color, many of which appear to be

almost black or almost white. Tt is extremely difficult for

an ordinary person to distinguish between (0,0,0) F

(0,01), (0,1,0), or (1,0,0) all of which are very 'close'

to black.

The RAMTEK interface system Permits the use

of eighteen separate color tables, the first four tables ( 0

thru 3 ) are system reserved tables, and can not be modified

in any way. The user may define as many additional color

tables as desired up to fourteen others, as described in the

following section. The system color tables are:

table 0 - shades of grey table 1 - shades of blue

table 2 - shades of green table 3 - shades of red

(2) Loading a Color Table. Loading a user gen-

erated color table reouires a series of ooerations. First

an integer array of sixteen words must be declared. Then it

is necessary to load each entry of the array from zero to

fifteen with the sixteen colors that are desired. In order

to accomolish thist the triole(brgr) routine is used to

code the ordered triples and then assign the returned codes

to each entry in the inteqer array.
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After the array has been loadedr the rou-

tine "clrtbl'(ntname)" is used to load the array into the ac-

tual color table, numbered 'n't where n is the number oi the

table between four and seventeen, and named 'name'.* An ex-

ample of the code to load a color table is as follows:

int aa[161 /* declare a 16 word array *

aa'lO] triole(OPO,O); /* color black*.

ae(Il = triole(15,OO); /* color blue *

aa(21 = triole(O,15oO); /* color green *

aa(3i = triole(OO,lS); /* color red *

a4 = trjple(l5,O,8) /* color violet *

ae[1l51 triple (1,51)/* color white *

clrtbl(S,aa); /* load color table 5 with

the array aa *
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d. Programmina the RAMTEK

In order to use the RAMTEK system it is neces-

sary to place Prior to any RAMTEK instructions in the C

language Program the ramtek() routine. This routine must be

the first call made in the user Program. It is the initial-

ization routine for the user Interface and it ooens the RAM-

TEK device and keyboard.

In order to utilize the interfacer when compil-

inq a C language proqram for RAMTEK the system command is :

% ramtek filename.c

AoPendix A contains a list of reserved words.

These words should not be used within any user Programs that

utilize the user interface for the RAMTEK system.

i 3
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B. DISPLAY PROGRAM

1. C Lanouage

This display system was implemented in the C pro-

grammina lanquage [71, and is hosted by a POP - 11/50 com-

puter in the MPS Computer Laboratory.

The RAMTEK routines were all oreviously written in

the C lanauage and were for the most part adeouatelv docu-

mented in Ref. [10). The C lanquaae itseli is well document-

ed in Refs. [71 and (111, and allows the user to write clear

and concise proarams. The C lanquaqe was available under the

PWB/UNIX operating system, which is discussed in Refs. (121

and (131.

A C proaram consists of one or more functions, which

are similiar to the functions and subroutines of a Fortran

proaram. "maino" is such a function; all C proarams must

have a maino. Execution of the oroQram beains at the first

Statement of main, and main will usually simply call or in-

voke other functions, some which are user defined, others

from libraries.
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C lanouage has four tyoes of variables.

int - integer ( 16 bits )

char - one byte character ( 8 bits I

float - sinole-orecision floatinq point

double - double precision floatinq Point

There are also arrays and structures of these basic

types, oointers to them and functions that return them. All

variables in C must be declared and must oreceed executable

statements.

The basic conditional- testinq statement in C is the

if statement, the simplest form of an if statement is :

if ( expression ) statement

The expression is evaluated and if it is true, the

statement is executed. Individual statements end with a

semi-colon T ; . There can be used an ootional else

clause.

The Relational ooerators are:

= equal to

! not equal to

> greater than

< less than

>= greater than or equal to

<= less than or equal to

Tests can be combined with M&," W AND )p "H" ( OR )p and

"!" C NOT .



The basic loooing mechanism in C is the while state-

ment. The while statement is a loop whose general form is:

while ( expression ) statement;

Its meaninq is:

(a) evaluate the expression

(h) if its value is truer

do the statement and go back to (a).

The arithemetic oerators are the usual add 4,I

subtract (minus) '-,multiply '*et and divide '/' and the

remainder or mod operat or '. The else clause can be used

to devise more elabroate orograms such as:

i0 ( expression ) statementi else statement2

or to construct logic that branches one of several

ways:

if (,.

else if C..

else if C..

else

where the statements.of the function are enclosed by the

brackets ~



In addition to the usual incrementing and decrement-

ing methods, C has two other unary operators '++0 ( incre-

ment )p and -. C decrement ). Where ++n is equivalent to n

: n + I . The unusual feature of '+ ' and 1--1, is that

they can be used before or after a variable. The value of

t+k is the value of k after it has been incremented. The

value of k++ is the value of k before it is incremented.

Arrays can he made as in Fortran, thus an array of

ten integers is created by the followinq declaration =

int x1101 ;

square brackets 1 are used for subscripting, and

parentheses are used for function references . Array in-

dices begin at zero, thus the elements of x are : xEO],

x(1l, x[2]l ........ x[ 9 1. Multi-dimension arrays are pro-

vided, with the declaration similar to

int name(l] f20] ;

name has tO rows, and 20 columns; and the riqhtmost sub-

script varies fastest.

Text is usually keot as an array of characters. The

statement:

orintf("%d:\t~s"Fnline);

will print the inteqer n, a colon, tab five soaces and orint

the characters stored in the array named line. The symbol

"%d" indicates to print an inteoer, the symbol "\t", indi-

cates to tab five spaces while the symbol "%s" indicates to

.1 print a character array. Each variable symbol must be iden-

tilied in the descriotion portion of the statement (that

portion not enclosed by quotation marks).
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Another method is to Place the output between quotes

as:

prlntf(" Mary had %d ducks\n"p i)

with i eQual to 7 v will Print

Mary had 7 ducks

the symbol '\n' is the carriage return control character.

The for statement is a somewhat generalized while

statement* that allows the user to out the initalization and

increment Parts of a loop into a single statement.

An example is:

for C i =0; i < k; l ++)4

statement I

statement?

which executes statementi and statement2 k times.

Global variables, variables common to all functions

*are declared outside of memnO. Local variables are declared

inside a function, while the declaration of Passed vari-

abes is done between the function name argument list and

the openino '('. An example is shown on the following

page.
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int zo k 1 * global variable *

imt X1101
count(sum#1O) ; * calls count routine *
printf("The answer is %dO# x(i)
k = x[1l x(21 + ( xr3J - x(Lll

count Ctota.1,size)
int total C) size ; * vassed variables *

int io c / * local variables *
for C i =0; 1 <size; i+t

executable statements

for ( z k; z <c; z++) /* z global *

return
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A pointe m C-steadesofsmtig h

unary operator IV is used to Produce the address 'of an ob-

I ~ ~ ~~et Thusone:i ah ddes o omtig

b = &a

Putstheaddress of a into b. If b is declared a Pointer as

int a, *b, c

b &a

c =*b

b contains the address oi a and c *b means to use the

value of b as an address ( as a pointer )

An unusual feature o4 C is that pormal binary opera-

tors like the I+' and the I' can be combined with the as-

signment operator 1'' to form new assignment operators.

For example "x 2-10" uses the assignment operator'-

to decrement x by tent and x =& 0177 forms the AND of x and

0177. The space immediately following the equal sion is

critical! X =-10 sets X to minus ten, while X =- 10 decre-

ments X by ten.

Appendix 8 lists key words in C lanauage and may not

be used otherwise. Additional information may be obtained

from Refs. (7) and 111).



2. Program Description

A complete program listinq of the display program

can be found in Aopendix n. The filename of this prooram is

S see3.c, and can be copied, moved, or edited using the rou-

tine system functions of PWB/UNIX listed in references [121

and [131

The purpose of this section is to discuss each rou-

tine individually, each routine's purpose (output) and its

relationship with other routines in the proqram.

Figure 10 shows functional flow of the di.splav oro-

gram. The general Purpose of the program is to read a data

file into memory, sort the data into two separate fils, and

convert the two files which have relative values in them to

absolute values. Next the program Quantizes each file to 16

levels for use in disolaying the imaoe. Durina execution

the RAMTEK system is initialized and the image is displayed

with an option to change the selected display type. The

basic flow is that the function main() calls each routine,

that routine accomplishes a specilfic function and returns

to main for the next function call. Appendix C is a more

detailed flow chart of the oroOram and subroutines.
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a. Declarations

The following variables are declared as global variables so

that multiple declaration statements are not reauired.

variable function ( use)

-- - - - - - - - - - M ------------ Mee e e e e e e e-------e

amp filename to store 4096 (64x64)
relative values of amplitude

ph filename to store 4096 relative
values of Phase

inten filenam e to store 4096 relativ-e
values of intensity

ir i, k integer counters

m ASCTI conversion to integer
of four bits of "tponme"

n integer value for the selected
color table

show integer value for the selected display

flag integer indicator as to
whether the routine showclr()
has been executed or not.
0f flag 1 then erase the screen
in the routine draw().

fdI integer file descriptor for the
oceninQ of file toone

fd2 intecer file descriptor for the
aceninq of file amp
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fd3 integer file descriptor for the
opening of file ph

fd4 inteqer file descriotor for the
ooeninq of file maq

fd5 integer file descriotor for the
opening of file phase

fdb integer file descriptor for the
ooeninq of file inten

fd7 integer file descriotor for the
openinq of file maq2

aa[161, bb(161, 16 - word integer arrays to store
dd[bl, ee(lblo, various color tables
ff (161

cc(4] four character - character array
to store four values of tpone
either amp or Ph

*oc pointer to character pc

q character, a = 'b' is a test value
for determining that input from
the keyboard has occured

z character for labeling the
color bar table

mag ilename to store 4096 actual
values of magnitude

phase filename to store 4096 actual
values of phase
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XF y real counters for positioning

the COP for displaying the data

maxa maximum value of amplitude

mina minimum value of amplitude

maxo maximum value of chase

minp minimum value of ohase

maxi maximum value of intensity

mini minimum value of intensity

difa difference between maximum

and minimum amplitude

difo difference between maximum

and minimum phase

difi difference between maximum

and minimum intensity

maQ2 filename to store 4096 real values

of intensity (magnitude sauared)

b. Main Program

The Purpose of the main prooram is to call the

various routines that are used to accomplish the puroose of

the program. The flow of execution throuqh main() is

sequential. The comoilation and the execution of this pro-

gram causes specific data files to be filled with display

data words. These files must be oreviously created by the
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user. One method is to use the "ed" (edit) command (121

suc h as:

%ed amp or %ed inten

Seven data files must be created and reside in

the users library Prior to oroqram execution. This Pro-

cedure will be exolained further in- section A-3 of this

chaoer. If the orogram has been used to disolay data,

causing these data files to have the correct infiormation

stored in theme it is unnecessary to re-fill them with the

same information ag.ain uoon subsequent executions of the

program that uses the same inout data tape.

Comment indicators /* are recoanized anel

cause the compiler to cease comoilino and continue readting,

until a '*/' is sensed, when comoilino continues again. The

statements included betweem '*and */I are recognized as

unexecutable comment statements and have no effect upon pro-

gram execution.

The six routines readdatao), amptomaao(, Phto-

phast), amolevelO, PhleveM(, and intlevel() are used to

fill the aporooriate data files.

Since only one test data taoe was avaliable,

with its information beino stored in data file "toone", it

was unnecessary to execute these routines each and every use

of the Program.



Comment indicators were placed orior to and fol-

lowinq each routine call from mainmo in order to Preclude

execution of six time consuming routines. Use of these com-

ment indicators significantly reduces the compilation, and

execution time of the prooram. If it becomes necessary to

change a data file, because of additional or different data

tapes, the simple removal of the appropriate comment indica-

tors will easily falicitate the use of the specified rou-

tine.

The main() routine sets three variables (no q,

and show) to in'itial values for use by subsequent called

routines. The orogram terminates upon the execution of an

exito, which is executed in the finish() routine.

c. fileopen()

The purpose of fileooenol, is to open seven data

filesp which must already exist in the users library, for

reading and writing of information. If these files do not

exist in the user's libraryo refer to Ref.(121 for further

edification.

It should be keot in mind that tponer amp, ohe

magp phase, inten, and maq2 are external files that have

data stored in them, and that this data must he stored by a

write instruction and must be accessed by a read instruc-

tion.
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I n:::::: is the user's rescomsibilty to ensure that all

necessary files do exist and are accessible prior to Program

execution. Returned values are I if successful opens have

been executed; otherwise the program will terminate upon an

unsuccessful opening of any file.

d. readdata()

The purpose of readdatat) is to seoarate the

data from toone into two files, amp and ph.

The original values of data were recorded onto a

papertaoe in alternatina sequence, amplitude then phase, for

in excess of 4Oq6 data Pairs. The data was recorded in AS-

CII format, thus it is also converted from ASCII to inteoer

within the routine readdatao.

The variable cc is a character array four char-

acters long. When the array is filled with three characters,

and a ' (space), as the fourth character, the library rou-

tine atol() is called which converts the contents of the cc

array into an inteqer variable m. Depending upon whether the

variable K is odd or even, m is then written into either the

amp file or the oh file. This sequence is repeated 4096

times. Uoon comoletion of readdatao, no further use of

toone is required v and two seoerate data files, amp and Ph



will each have 4096 inteQer values of amplitude and Phase

stored in them respectively.

e. amptomaq()

The purpose of amotomaqo, is three fold: first

it converts the relative values in amp (in db) into actual

values in mag (in db); secondly, it finds the intensity (in

db) of the values in mao and assions them to maq2; and

thirdly, amotomaq determines maximum and minimum values for

magnitude (maa) and maqnitude squared (maa2).

One value of emo is read, maq is assioned a

soecific value accordina to the eouation:

maq = -20.18 - .1734 * amo

This is necessary because the data acquisition

system records relative values. For display Purposes actual

values are required necessitatino a system calibration to

produce the above equation. If the calculated value of mao

is oreater than the Current value of maximum amolitude, then

max amplitude is assioned this value. If this value of maq

is less than the current value of minimum amp, then min amp

is assioned this value. The maqnitude squared value is then

tested in the same manner, and finally maa value is written

into mag file, and the maa2 value is written into the maq?

file.
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f. phtochas()

The routine phtoohas() is similar to amptomaq()

in purpose namely to convert from relative values of Phase

to actual values, and to find maximum and minimum values.

One value of oh is read and devendinq uoon

whether it is less than or equal to or greater than 127, it

is assigned a soecfic value of ohase (in deqrees) according

to:

if oh < 127

phase z 1.139 + 1.4q46 * ph

else

phase 2 -380.28 + 1.4q17 + Ph

As with amo this equation results from calibra-

tions performed on the acquisition system.

Maximum and minimum values are tested and saved

accordingly. Finally the value of ohase is written into the

phase file.

g. amolevel()

The Puroose of amolevel() is to divide the range

of amplitudes into 16 eoual levels, (because each color

table has a Possibility of sixteen color entries), to test

each individual value and to assign it a new level number



according to its value. If maxa has a value of 600 and mine

has a value o4 200P sixteen ecaual levels would be 25 units

wide. The general eQuation used is:

ff#erence = maximum I minmum;

For each value:

(maximum - value) *16

level value 16eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
difference

Thus a value of 317 in the above exa-mole would be

given a level value of 4.

(600 - 317 * 16)
16----------------------- Z 4

400

upon completion of amoleveMo. The file amn will then con-

tain inteoers from zero to fifteen replesentinq the various

amoltitude levels. These values will be used as color table

indices in subeauent functions, ior disolaying the image.

h. ohlevel(

The Purpose of Phievelo is indentical to the

purpose of amolevelO). Upon completion of phlevelO, the

file Ph will contain integers from zero to fifteen

representinq the various ohese levels.
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i. intlevelo)

As with amplevel() and iPhlevel(), the purpose of

intlevel() is to generate a file with values from zero to

fifteen representing various levels of intensity. Upon com-

pletion of intlevel() the file inten will contain integer

values from 0 to 15 representing the various intensity lev-

els5.

Each of the six preceedinq routines are called

from mino, and are only called one time. If the oroqram

has bmen oreviously compiled and excuted, such that current

data is stored in afflor co and inten files; deletion of the

comment indicators should be seriously be considered nrior

to compiling and execution of the proqram.

c. table()

The purpose of ctable() is to define additional

color tables that can be used for disolay.

The five arrays have been declared globally and

by the use oi the triole() routine, various color values

have been assigned to each element of the five arrays.
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Remember that there are four color tables that are system

color tables, that are also availiable for use* namely

greys. bluest and areens. The arrays are assigned specific

color table numbers and names by use of the clrtbl (n, name)

routine.

k. display()

The purpose of this routine is to create the im-

aae on the display screen accordino to values stored in the

desired disolay file. Once the imaae has been drawn, the

routine calls the routine draw() to display the color table

that is in use, sets the desired selection indicator to zero

and calls the routine changeo. Control is never returned

to main() and the prooram can only terminate in the routine

finish() which is called by chanQeo.

The selected color table is the variable n and

the brightest color entry is assigned for use as writing

text on the screen. All colors are available for use in im-

age displaylna however one of the colors is used to interact

with the user, namely entry 15.

The COP starts at the uoper left, at cartesian

point (30.,69.375). For 64 values of it X is Incremented by

0.625, the color level value is obtain from the selected



display file, used as the variable in color() and a block

0.625 by 0.625 units is drawn by the block() instruction.

After 64 blocks have been drawnt Y is decremented by 0.625.

X is assiqned the value of 69.375 and for 64 values is de-

cremented by 0.625. The color level values from the display

TYPE fi)e, are obtained and the block drawn in the appropri-

ate color. Fiqure 12 is a pictorial representation of this

procedure.

The seek() instructions are system functions

that move a pointer to the soecefied position of the soeci-

tied file.

seek (fd2,0,O);

orders the oointer to point to the file described by "file

description two* (fd2)p point to the zero position ( the

first zero) with a zero offset (the second zero).

The variable show is used to simply indicate

which display has been selected to be plotted.

Show= I ==> Amplitude display

Show = 2 ==> Phase display

Show = 3 :=> Intensity display

When display() is completed the image can remain

on the screen indefinitely, until an eraseo) is excuted by

comoleting the action indicated at the too of the screenj

Which is typing a I€' for chanQe or a 'g for Quit.
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1.draw (o)

The routine draw(' is called from two different

routines# from showclr() and from display(). The purpose of

draw() is to display the current color table on the RAMTEK

screen with correscondinq color levels indicated. There are

sixteen colors in each table and the size of each color

block is 3xL4 units. The variable Z is a character variable.

By adding 060 to the intecer variable po the statement

out(Z) can be excuted. Out() displays a single character on

the RAMTEI( screen at the current operatino Point. Upon corn-

Pletion of drawing the color table execution is returned to

the ceiling routine.

m. Pagel()

The Purpose of Pagel( is simply to output text

to the RAMTEK screen for introductory comments. When the

letter 'c' is typed on the RAMTEK keyboard the routine ter-

minates, and returns to nmemO(.

n. paaeW(

The Purpose oi caoeM( is to allow the user to

select the dimnlay he desires to see. The integer variable



show is set to zero and the program will wait until a number

is typed on the RAMTEK keyboard, followed by a carriage re-

turn using the CR key.

o. paqe3()

The purpose of page3() is to allow the user to

view the avaible color tables and then select which color

table he wishes to he used to generate the image. There are

nine different color tables: four system reserved color

tables, and five oroqram oenerated. The integer variable n

is used to indicate the selected color table.

The viewing of color tables is accomplished by

calling the routine showclro. The user may already know

what tables are avialable and the correspondinq table

number, thereby not wishing to view the nine tables. This

ootion is also availabler simoly by typing the letter 'n@

indicatinq that no - the user does not wish to see the color

tables.

P. showclr()

The purpose of the routine showclr() Is to call

draw() for displayinq the current color table and asking the

user if he wishes to see the next color table.



q. chanqe()

The purpose of the routine chanoe() is to deter-

mine whether the user wishes to select another desired

display o and/or chanoe the color table currently in use.

When the user indicates that a change in disolay is desired

the routinest Paqe2() and oaqe3(), are called to obtain

necessary information concerninq the selected display and

color to be displayed. Once this is accomplished, the rou-

tine display() is again called to produce the desired

display.

The routine chanqeO) can only be exited by indi-

catina that the user desires to Quit, by tyoing the letter

Q I when asked to do so. The disolay can be chanqed as many

times as the user desires to do so.

r. finish()

The ourpose of the routine finish() is to verify

that the user does in fact wish to quit. The user is given

a second and final chance to indicate whether he does really

want to stope or does want to qo back and look at another

selected display.



3. Program Execution

It is assumed that the user of this proQram does have at

least some introductory experience with the facilities in

the Comouter Laboratory, and with the PWB/UNIX operatinq

system. In order for the user to sucessfully display the

imaae on the RAMTEK system a number of actions must have

been accomplished.

a. Program Loadino

The oroqram see3.c must be copied into the user's

library so that he may make desired chana s, and so that

compilation may be accomOlished.

As indicated in section ITI A-2, seven data

files must reside in the user's library. Those files are :

tpone

amp

ph

phase

mag

int

They can be created by using the edit command

Wed", then writinq one blank line (carriaqe return), and



then Quiting the edit mode. For example to create the amp

file:
%ed amp
0?
>a

(return)

>lw

would accomplish the task.

b. Program comoilation.

Once the user has cooled and made any desired

* be compiled in 'order to Produce an executable file named

aeouto The compilation is accomplished by typing the fol-

lowinq system command:

% ramtek see3.c

This action will Produce an executable file

named a.out. It is hiohly recommened that the move command

my a.out anotheriflename

be executed in order to reduce the possibility of erasino

the file a.out by another comlination prior to completion of

its use.

Once the compilation has been completed, typina

the filename &.out will cause execution to begin. Typino

anotherfilename, if the move Cmv) command was executed, will

also cause execution to commence*

* I,



c. RAMTEK Execution

In order to use the RAMTEK system verification

from the Computer Laboratory staff Personnel should be ob-

tained as to whether RAMTEK is operational or note When

RAMTEK is operational two Power switches must be turned on.

One switch is. the CRT housing cabinet; it is a knob lo-

cated on the front lower left corner marked on - 0f. The

other switch is on the keyboard, a green Push type switch on

the upper right corner. Both of these switches must he on

before the program is executed in order to have meaninafu|l

results.

d. Editing the Program

The user can edit his copy of the display pro-

gram in the normal PWB/UNIX editing mode. Most of the

changes will Probably be the addition or change of color

tables, or-increasing the size of the display.

C. SYSTEM OTSPLAYS

The photographs shown in the following Paces are otc-

toral evidence that the routine appears to accomplish the

desired task# although much of the visual impact is lost bv

being limited to black and white nhotos.
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1. Program Develooment

The disolay orooram was developed in sequential

steos. A specific routine was written and tested individu-

ally and then it was incorporated with the previously com-

pleted routines.

2. Display Photograohs

The photographs on the followina oages show how somp

improvements to the oroqram affected the display output.

The last sets of ohotoQraohs show the display outout of the

comoleted Prooram, as listed in aopendix 0. This prooram is

re-entrant, allowing the user to select an alternate display

and different color tables for use in subseauent display

outouts at the current session.

Figure 12 shows one of the first images oroduced.

The object is a circular aperture placed in front of the

source transducer. The sound field is scanned immediately

behind the object. Previous images (not shown) filled the

screen and did not have any maroins. In figure 12 the image
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is rectangular, controlled by the block() instruction, to be

40 wide and 70-high. The display used white as the back-

ground color and it used shades of red and blues as the

primary colors of the table.

Fiqures 13 - 16 show the image to be blocked to

40X40. As can be seen in Fiq.16F this square image allowed

for information to be oresented in the borders of the

screen.

Figures 17 - 20 are presented to show the "inter-

action n that the user has with the system. The user must

resoond to the requests Presented on the screen - or the

system will remain in an idle state waiting for a resoonse.

Figures 21 - 26 show the three possible kinds of

display imagesp utilizina two different color tables. Fig-

ures 21,23 end 25 use the shades of red table, while Figs.

22,24 and 26 use a mixed color table. Figures 21 and 2?

are of the amplitude plots; Fias. 23 and 24 are the phase

plots; and Figs. 25 and 26 are the intensity Plots.
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Ficure 12. Eariv IDevelooemen~t Staoe

Ficqure 13.



Fiqure 14

Fioure 15.
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Fiqure 17?.

Fiqurp 18.
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Fiqure 1q.

Fiqure 20.
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Fiqure 21.

Amplitude fisplay -Reds Color Table

Fiqure 22.

AmplIitude nisplay - mixed colo~s



Figure 23.

Phase Disolay -Reds Color Table

Figure 2'I.

Phase Display -Mixed Colors
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Fiqure 25.

* Intensity nisplay - eds Color Table

Figurp 26.

Tntensity Display - mixed Colors
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CnNCLUSTONS AND RECOMMENDATTONS

Althouqh the develooed system is not an optimum system

in soeed or in size, it does allow 1b-level color code

disolays of two dimensional data arrays to be visually

disolayed. The system described here was designed for

part of an ultrasonic imaoina system. However this display

portion of the overall system could be used to display two

dimensional data from any source. The one requirement is

that the data be stored in alternating values on the data

tape. It must be recoonized that software modifications

could be almost unlimited, in order to achieve many possible

improvements.

Included here are a few recommendations that would de-

finitely improve the efficiency of the current oroqram. By

reducino the time required to construct the imaoe the Pro-

cessing capabilities of the system would be increased.

First, allow the oroqram itself to create the necessary data

files, rather than the user beina required to do so.

Secondly, allow the user to generate color tables durina

prooram execution. This would allow for additional investi-

qations to be conducted at the terminal by increasinq the

color selection to the maximum possible . Thirdly, it is

recommended that furture endeavours in this system utilize

the maenetic taoe capabilities of the POP 11/50 computer.
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* That is the necessary data files and comouter program should

be kept stored on magnetic taoe when not in use. This would

reduce memory requirements when the program i s not in use and

allow for easier transportation of data.



APPENDIX A

RESERVED WORDS

a eimst Pause

ADOFF eoaq~el pick

adon eoaqe2 alotot

*ALPHA ePaQe3 P1 oti n

*axis erase oloth

b ERS point

BKON fiwpt pointr

BKOFF ilip orocl

bkrnd iname Proc2

blank op0roc 3

BLK FPOFF proc~i

block foon oroc)

bracket qetf otrbuif

bt 1 qetnum outup

bt2 GRAPHCRT otr

btLI GRAPHELNI aptrl

bt5 GRAPHVEC ot

buff head ouest

bytenct headotr 0ii

c heat ramtek

cft holdi RASTERD

change holdy retchar

cirhold index scissor

clrtbl inotrs SCR

code instr screen
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codeit instl-inst8O scroll*1coke inter SDCO
color int53 setmode

colort int6a setuo

colortbl itoa size

comb TX0FF skio

COMMA TXON SSCALL

COMPD LCM st rout

conve lcmhold strtxy

convl LEP Systbl

CODY Lex tbl who

CR LEI TRANSD

C tI LE2 t r ip Ie

ct2 LLP upent

c t3 LLX vector

CtL* LL 1 wai t

cursv LLP WDOFF

curso LTA WDON

cursh LTD writon

d lttr xaxis

data LXD xmi n

datao moreinst xn'ax

dblwid nO-nil vax is

disp octbl yaxisf

dumo out Ym in

ymax



~1 APPENDIX B

C Lanquace Reserved Words

i nt char float

double struct auto

extern reoister static

goto return sizeof

break continue if

else for do

while switch case

default entry



APPENDIX C

Detailed Flow Chart
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se*3.c Pago I Wed Dee 5 11:99:16 t979

t /* Proqram for disolavina data on the RAMTEK display unit *

2
3 /***** DECLARATIONS *t*

* 4
5 int am** ph, inten, I,- ip kv MP M, show, flao
6 int fdt, fdZ, fd3, fd4v fdS, fdb, fd7
7 int sat161, bb(16), dd(161, ee(lhl, fi(16
8 char cc(4], *ope, q, r
'3 float Mao* ohase, W, v

10 float maxat Mine, maxp, minD, difar difp
11 float maxi, mini, difi, mao2 ;
12
13 /***** MAIN PROGRAM calls most of the subroutines )**~
14
15 main C
16
17 ffleooeiC
1n ramtek (
19 erase C--
20 etable C
21 oacael C
22 DaQe2 C
23 08003C)
24 /*
25 readdata C
26 */
27 /*
24 amotomaq0
29 *
30 /*
31 ohtooha5 )
32 */
33 1*
34 amolevel C
35 */

36 /*
31 ohlevel C
38 *

39 It
40 intlevel (
41l *1
42 display C
43
44
45 *** OPENS ALL NECESSARY FILES ,**

46
47 fileopen C
48
49 fdl 2onen~toone',O) 3 /* OPEN TIPUT FILE FOR RFADO fNLY *

51 crintf(" CANNOT OPEN DATA FILE \n")

52 orlntf(' PLEASE INSURE THAT TPONE IS IN LIARARY \n")

53 exit C
54

S 6 *d2 aooen("amoOP21 /* UPEN AMP FILE VnR kEAn/1WRIW '

57 if (fe2 <0 )
so orlnt IC" CANNOT OPFN AMP FTLF In")

59 nrint IC" PLE.ASE INSURE THAT AMP IS IN 1IRIIARY \n" )I

60 exit 0)
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61

62
;1 63 fd3 z open("Oh"P2) ; /* OPEN PH FILE FOR READ/WRITE *1

b4 if ( t43 < 0 ) I

65 orintf(" CANNOT OPeN PH FILE \n" ) ;
" . b6 crintt(" PLEASE INSURE THAT PH IS IN LIBRARY \nn

b7 exit () IS68 )

69
70 fd4 ooen("maq',2) ; /* OPEN MAG FILE .FOR RFAD/WRITE */
71 If C fy14 <0 I
72 orintf(" CANNOT OPFN MAG FILE \n" ) I
73 orinti(" PLEASE INSURE THAT MAG TS IN LIBRARY \n") ;
74 exit C) ;
75
76
77 fd5 = ooen("nhese",2) /* OPEN PHASE FILE FOR READ/WRITE -

78 if ( fd5 < 0 ) I
79 orintf(* CANNOT OPEN PHASE FILE \n" ) ;
80 orintf(" PLEASE INSURE THAT PHASE IS IN LIBRARY \n"
81 exit C) ;
82 1
83
84 4db ooen("inten",2) ; /* OPEN INTENSITY FILE FOR RFAD/WR'
•8 lf(fd6 < 0 ) {
8b orintf(" CANNOT OPFN INTENSITY FTLE \n" ) ;
87 orintf(" PLEASE SEE THAT INTENSITY IS IN LIBRARY \n" )
88 exit C) I
89 1
90
91 fd7 =.oPen("mao2*,?) ; /* OPEN MAG SQUARED FILE */
92 f ( fd7 • 0 ) {
93 orintf(" CANNOT OPEN MAG SQUARED FILE \n" ) ;
94 orintf(" PLEASE CHFCK LIBRARY FILES \n" )
95 exit C) I
96 )
97
98 return ;
99 1

100
101 /***** RFAD DATA FROM TPONE INTO EITHER AMP OR PH FILE *****/

102
103 readdata C)

105 for ( 1 0; 1 - 4096; #+* ) I
106 for k 0; k • 2; l t ) k
107 PC : ccJ
10 do I
109 read(f0dl,ocl) ;
110 if ( *PC c'\n oc &ccr-I] ;

112 while *Pc++ I: ' '
113 m sto (cc)
114 if ( k =2 0 )
115 wrfte(fd2,9m,2) I
116 else
117 write(fd3#&m,2) ;

119 1
120 return I
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121 )
122
123 /**s* CONVERT INTEGER AMP VALUES TNTO dR FLOATING POINT MAG VALUE
124
125 amotomaQ C)
126 (
127 seek(fr12,0,O) ; /* POIPIT TO REGINN!NG OF AMP FTLE */
128 seek(fdU.O,O) ; /* POINT TO AEgINNTNG OF t1A(; FTLF :*/
129 seek(fd7,O,0) ; I* POINT TO RErINNTNG OF MA62 FILE A/
130 maxa = -99q.0 ;
131 mina = q9q.0 ;
132 maxi z 000.0 ;
133 mini = 999.0 ;
134 for C I = 0; < -096; i )
135 read(fd2#&amn,2) ; /* READ 2 RYTES INTO AMP */

136 maq 2 -20.18 - .1734 * amp
137 maq2 = m~q + maq ;

138 if ( maxa < moo ) mava = maq ;
139 if ( mine N mao ) mine = maq ;
140 if ( maxi < ma92 ) mexi = maq2 ;

141 If ( mini > maq2 ) mini = maq2 ;
14? wrlte(fd4,maL) ;
143 write(fd7,gmaq2,4) I
144 )
145
146 return ;
147 1
148
149 * CONVERT INTEGFR PH VALUES TO d6 FLOATING POTNT PliASF VALUFS
150'

151 ohtoohas )
152 4
153 geek~f,130,0) ; 1* POINT TO REGINNING OF PH FILE *
154 seek(fd5.0,0) ; /* POINT TO BEGINNING OF PHASE FILE *
155 maxo = -Q99.0
156 minp z 099.0 ;
157 for ( 1 2 0; 1 0 4096; f+ )
158 read fd3,&oh,2) ; /* READ 2 BYTES OF PH */
•IS9 if ( oh < 127 )
160 chase = 1.139 + 1.4946 * ph ;
161 else
16? ohase = -380.2R + 1.0917 * ph ;

163 wrlte(f &ohase,4) ; /* IRITE 4 BYTES INTO PHASF */
164 If ( maxn ohose ) mawo :Phase ;
165 if C mino ) ohase ) mino p Phase ;
166 1
167 return I

168 1
169
170 /***** CONVERT THE FLOATING POINT VALUES INTO INTEGER VALUES OF

171 BETWEEN 0 AND 15 C for color table use )
.172
173 *molevel C)
174 (
ITS dife= msxm - Mina ;
176 beek(fd2,0,O) ;
177 seek(fd'OOJ ;
175 for ( 1 2 0; 1 4096; t ) 4
179 read(fd,&meao4) ;
180 amo 2 16 - (((maxa - maa ) / dlfa ) * 16 )
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182
183 return

185
186 ohlevel C

188

189 ekfpO;
190 ekfS PO;
191 for C i =0 06 ~
192 ra~Hnae4

193 ph 16 - (( ,aw - ohase )Idifo )*16.);

195
196 return;
197
198
199 intlevel (
200
201 seek(fd6,0,O) ;
202 seekOfd,0,0) ;
203 difi 2maxi - m'ini
204 for ( z 0; i < 4J096; i++ I
205 read(fd7,EgpaQ2,4);
206 inten = 16 - ((( maxi - "aa2) difi 16 ;
?07 write~fdb,&imtpn,2);
208
?09 return;
2101
211
212 /***DECLERATION OF VARIOUS POSSIBLE CflL'R TABLES *~*

213
214 ctable C
215 4
216
217 aaC0ltriole(15,15, 15);
218 aa 111 :triole(115,15,10);
219 aa(21=trioleC 15, 15#05);
220 aar3):triole(15, 15,00);*
221 aaf4lxtriole(l5,10, 15);
222 aa r51 triole(1'5,05, 1'5)
223 aatl :xtriole(15,fl0, 15);
224 ma(71:triole(15, IQ,IA);
225 sat8l :trlole(15, 10,05);
226 &a(9lztriole(l5. 10p00)v*
227 sa(10Jtriole(I5,05, 10);
228 aa (I II mt riol t( 1Sp09, 09);
229 sa121triole(l5,05,n008 . lck

2305 alJt~lel#~1)
236 aabr4)ztriole?,0,0); '*

232rs(l51tripleoo,0,0); a *

239 hbfOlztriple(05,00,00); /*ac

240 bb(6I2triple(06,06,06); *1
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r ?241 bb17lztriole(07rO7,o7); **
242? bbr8lztrPleo8,o8#OA); *1
2413 hbF9T~triole(OQ,09,09): 1
2441 hbF1OJztriole(lO,10,l0); 1
2415 bbrmzltrioie(11111,l1); I'*
2467 bb 111zt rio r( 12,1 12) ; *1
2416 hbfl3ltriole(l2,12.12); *'
2188 bb(11iItrviole(l11l1); A*
2149 bb115Jztriole(lS,15,15); I* white *
250
25t ed1lztrfple(00,OO,00); /* black *
252 dd1lztriole(19#O0,OR); I* violet A
253 ddf2lstriole(04#0,l?); IA Purole A
2514 dd[3lztriolefl5.,00,l5); /* macenta *
255 dd!Lll~triole(1p,#014rl); IA Puce *

*256 ddl51:-triple(08#O8,l5); IA Pink *
257 ddC61l-triple(O00,0O,15); /* red *
258 dd17ltriPleCOQ,12,1S); /* orange *
259 ddr81=triole(o0,15,15); IA yellow *
260 dd19l~tr-iole(00,lS,0A); IA Yellow - reen *
261 ddr1=~triole(00#lS,o00; 1' green ~
262 ddr1llJtriole(lS,08,0o); /* green -blue ~
263 dd(12J=triole(08,15,00); IA blue - reen *
264 ddtl3)=trinle(l5,15.O0); /* cyan *
265 ed~ll)ltriole(lSvOO.O0); /*.blue *
266 4df151:triole(15,lS,l51; IA white *
267
268 ee(Olztriole(00,00,00); IA black A

269 ee11s-triole(00O~Oroc); IA *
270 ee12lztriole(O0,A0,1o); * /
271 eeC3lztriole(Onrl,,S); /A redA.
?72 ee(14lztriPle(00,0S,O0); IA*l
273 eef5lztriole(00,015,0S); I* *
2741 eet6lztriple(O0.05,1o); IA*l
275 ee17l:trioleroo,05,115); 1*
276 ee181ztriole(00,l0OnO); /* *
277 ee[9ls-triple(O00l0#,051; /* *
278 ee~lOi=triole(00p1O,l0); IA*1
279 eerl1J~triole(00,10,15); 1* *
280 ee(121=tricle(0O,15,oo); IAgren*
281 ee(131:triale(00,15,05); IA*
;)82 eef1111triole(00,15,10); I/*1
283 ee(15J=tr~ole(0O,15.1l5); IA y'llow *
?811
?85 ff(Oltrile(5,OOOfl), It blue *
286 ff(Ilztriole(19.flU,05); * I
287 ff121:triole(1,l00,10); /* *
288 ff(3l~trioleC15,UO,1-j); It Magenta *
289 ff(l4lztrilplelc1j,0S,0l): /k *
2911 ffC5)ztriOle(1',Ob,05); IA*1
291 ff6lztri0lec15,05,10); /* *
292 If 171=triple( 1,05, IS); /* *
293 ff(812trlole(15,10,0l); IA A
294 iffj9) triole(15,l0,US); 1* *
295 ff(10lztriole(15,10,101; It*1
296 ffflI)2trile(lS.1l0,lS); IA*1
297 ff12j~:t1iplO~lSV15.00); IA Cyan *
298 ff(11Jztriole(1S,I5Vo5); /* 1
299 ffi1jj4tejole(lS5,1c.l0); IA A
300 fffl5)triole(15,15.15); IA white *
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301
30? clrthl (4,aa) ;
303 c1rthl (S,bb) ;
304 clrthl (6,dd) ;30S clrthl (7,pe) ;
306 cirtbl (Rff) ;

307
308 return ;
309
310 )
311
312 /***** ROUTINE FOR DISPLAY PORTION OF PROGRAM *****/

313
314 display C)
315 4
316 flag = 0 ;
317 erase ) ;
318 screen (0.0, 0.0, 100.0, 110.0 ) ;
319 colort(n) ;
320 color(15) ;
321 x = 30.0 ; y = 69.375
322
323 /***** AmPLITUDE DISPLAY RnUTINE *****/

324
32S If (show::I){
326 strtxy(40.,80.) I
327 strout ("AMPLITUDE DTSPLAY") ;
328 strtxy(x,y) ;
329 seek(td2,0,0) ;
330
331 for*( i = 0; i < 61; 1++ )
332 y = 69.375 - ( i * .625
333 for C 1 = 0; < 64; J++ )
334 w = 30. + C .625 * )
335 read(fd2,&amo,?) ;
336 color(amn) ;
337 block( x, y, x+.625, y+.625 )
3311
339 I+ +
340 v = V - .625 ;
341 for ( J : 0; < 64; J++ )
342 x = 69.375 - ( .625 * .1 ) ;
343 read(fd2,&amo,?) ;
344 color(amv) ;
34S block( x, y, x+.629, y+.625 ) ;
346 )
347 )
348 draw (n) ;
349 show = 0;
350 chanae () I
3SI return
352
353
35 4***** ROUTINE FOR PHASE DISPLAY PORTION OF PROGRAM *****/
3SS
356 else
357 if ( show : 2)
358 strtxy(40.,80.) ;
359 strout(CPHASF DISPLAY") ;
360 strtxy(xoy) I
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361 seek(fd3,0,0 ;4
36 for ( i a 0; i < 61; 1++")
363 y 69.375 - ( i * .62S ) I
364 for ( j = 0; j < 64; !++ ) {

365 = 30. + C .625
366 read(fd3,&ohp2) ;
367 color(oh) ;
368 block( x* yp x .625, y.625 ) 7
369

370 j++ ;
371 y = - .b?5 ;
37? for ( j 0; i < 611; j++ )
373 x 69.375 - ( .629 * I ) ;
374 read(fd3,&oh,2)
375 color(oh) ;
376 block( x, y, x+.625, y+.625 ) ;
377 )
37A )
379 draw (n) ;
380 show 0 ;
381 chance C) 7
382 return I
383 1
384
385 I***** ROUTINE FOR INTENSITY DTSPLAY **a**/
386
387 else
388 if ( show == 3)
389 Srtxy(1O.,80.) 7
390 Strout ("INTENSITY DISPLAYO) ;
391 strtxy(xy) ;
392 seek(fdb#0,)
393 for ( i = 0; i < 64; i*+ )
394 y = 69.375 - ( i * .625 )
395 for j= 0; j< 6; j*+
396 x 30. + C .625 * i ) ;
397 read(fd6,&inten,P) ;
398 color(inten) ;
399 block( x, Ve x+.621, y+.6 2q Ti
1100
4101 ++
40? v = y - .b?5 ;
03 for ( 0 2 n; j < 64; i + ) 4

404 = 69.375 - ( .625 * j )
405 read(fdb,&tnten,2) ;
406 color(inten) I
407 block( x, y, x+.62, y+.625 ) ;
408 )
09 1

410 draw (n) ;
411 show = 0 ;
412 chance () I
413 return I
414 1
415 return 1
416 1
417
418 /***. PROGRAM TO DRAW AND LABLE COLOR LEVELS *****/
419
420 draw (o)
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421 int n
422
423 if ( flaQ : ) erase () I
424 colort(p)
425 color(15) ;
426 strtxy(9 .,18.) ;
427 strout("LEVEL 0 1 2 3 4 9 6 7 8 9
428 strtxy(20.,10.) ;
429 y z 10.
430 for C i = ); i < 16; i++ ) 4
431 x = 20. + 5. * j ) ;
432 olor(j) ;
433 block(x,y,x+3.,V+4.) ;
434 strtxy (40.#28.) ;
435 strout ("COLOR FABLE ");
436 z = o + 060 ;
437 strtxy (55.,28.) ;
438 out (z)
439 1
140 return ;
(441 1
442
443 /***** INSTRUCTIONS AND INTRODUCTION ****/

444
445 naoel C)
446 f
447 strtxy (4O.,qO.);

44R strout ("16 - LEVEL COLOR DISPLAY")
449 Strtxy (P3.,90.) ;

450 strout ("This oroqram is desiqned to display a data field with
451 strtxy (23.,7b.) ;
452 strout ("a selected lb level color table. The orooram wil ")
453 strtxy (23.,72.) ;
454 strout ("convert a data matrix named TPONE from ASCII to") ;
455 strtxy (?3.#68.) ;
456 strout ("a 6q x 64 inteqer array and then display the")
457 strtxy (23.,64.) ;
458 strout ("maqnitude, ohase, or intensity olot as selectpo")
459 strtxy (?j.,*O.) ;
160 strout ("When ready to continue type the letter 'c' ")
461 wh ,e a != 'c' )
462 a = etchar () ;
463 'b' ;
464 erase C)
465 return I
466 1
467
468 oaoe2 ()
469 4
470 show = 0 ;
471 'b ;
472 Strtxy (20.000.) I
473 strout ("You will now inout your selection for the TYPF of");
474 strtxy (20.,7b.) ;
475 strout ("disolay you wish to see. Type the number 'I' ")
476 strtxy (20.,72.) ;
477 strout ("if you want to see the MAGNITUDE olot, tyoe the")
478 strtxy (20.,68.) ;
47- strout (Tnumher '2' If you want to see the PHASE plot") ;
480 strtxy (20.P64.) ;
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4182 strout (*or tyoe the number I' if you wish to see the") 1
482 strtxy (20.,60.) ;
483 strout ("INFENSITY olot. Followed by a CR. ") ;
484 strtxy (UO.,50.) ;
485 strout (" I - MAGNTTIJDE ")
486 strtxY (20.,46.) ;
467 Strout (" 2 - PASF "

488 strtxy (20.,42.)
489 strout (" 3 - tNTEtIeTYr '
490 while ( show == 0 )

450 show = petrum CIO)

507 strtxy (?0,70,) ;

5492 strtxy (20.#3?.)

093 strout ("hen ready to continue tye the letter Ic' ")
494 while (a != '' )
415 stt retchar ) ;
a 96 q 2 @bl

497 erase (,;
598 return a )
49q
Soo
501 vace3 0)
5 0 2 ( 

Ob
503 a (3 ;
504 W 99;

152 Strtsy (20.,0,)
506 strout ("If You desire to see the olor tables that")
507 strtxy (20.,76.) ;
526 strout ("are loaded in this orouram that you may choose")
SOq strtxy (0'.,72.) ;
510 Strout ("f2om for disDav~nQ the data tyne the letter y'");
si strtxv (20.,68.) ;
51 strout(" If you already know what color")
513 strtxy (20.,64.) ;
532 strout ("taole you wish to use or iyou do not desire to se
533 strtxy (20.,60.) ;
536 strout ("the color tAb-es ty e the letter In'
517 while (a z 9b
5e a :etha () 
519 if ( Q : y' ) Showcl ;
520 erase C) ;
521 OOrt (0) ;
S2? color (IS) ;
523 Strtxv (20.,50.)
524 Strout ("Select the color table you wish to use "
525 StrtvV (20.#46.)
526 Strout (" 0 - Greys e lues")
$27 strtxy (20.,42.) ;

" g t~~ (0,38)52A strout (" 2 - Greens 3 - Reds");

1530 strout (" 4 - Mixed 5 - Mixed")
S3| Strtuy (20.,34.) ;
532 strout (* 6 - mixed 7 - mixed");533 Strtxy (20. 00.) ;

S534 Strout (" A - Mixed Followed by a CR "

S 35 while (n =2 99 )
536 M.2 qetnum (10);
S37 2 1 b'
S36 erase 0)
S39 return;
540
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541
542 ?***** PROGRAM TO DISPLAY COLOR TARLES *****/
S43
544 showclr C)
545 
546 flag I 1
547 erase () ;
548 for i a 0; i < 9; i++ ) 4
549 o 'b;
550 draw i) ;

551 setmode (0,0) :
552 stezxy (50.,5O.) ;
553 strout (" Next color table ? y yes n no
554 while C a =zb' )
555 a = retchar () ;
556 if ( Q == n ) 10 ;
557 else continue
558 )
559 colort (0) ;
560 color (15) ;
561 erase C) ;
562 return ;
563 )
564
565 /***** ROUTINE TO CHANGE THE TYPF OR COLOR OF THE DISPLAY *****/
566
567 chanae ()
568 4
569
570 o IbI
571 strtxy (PO.,90.) ;
572 strout ("If you want to chance the TYPE or COLOR table of the"-
573 strtxy (20.vA6,) ;

574 strout ("disolay tyoe the letter 'c'. If you want to Quit tvoe
57S Strtxy (0O.#82.) ;

576 strout ("the letter 'W.")
577 while C a : h' )"
578 a retchar C) ;
579 jf ( Q 2 2q' )
580 finish C) ;
581 else
582 4
583 erase C) I
seaeace? C) ;
585 n z b' I
586 strtxy (20.080.) I
587 strout ("If you want to chanoe the color table selected tyo
58 while( a : b' )
589 a S retchar () ;
590 if ( Q: '' 1
591 erase C) ;
592 oaoe ) ;
593
594
S95 display C) U
596 return 5
597 )
598
599 finish ()
600 q
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601 a 2 'b'
602 €olort (0) ;
603 color (IS) ;
604 *rose () ;
605 strtxy (20.,80.) ;
606 strout ("You have indicated that you wish to terminate this so
607 strtwy (20o,76.) ;
608 strout ("if you do wish to stoo tyoe a capital 1S* Otherwit
609 strtxy (0.,72.) ;
610 Strout ("type a 'c' and you can continue.");
611 while ( a us ' )
612 a retchar ()
613 if C a 'S )
614 exit C)
615 else
616 (
617 eraseo) :
618 channe C) ;
619
620

:4 ,
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